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*See full rating below. 

 
To improve its score on the Sunshine checklist on the next budget presentation, OUSD must:  
 

1. Share a clear narrative: What is the story you are trying to tell? Overall the report 
reads more like a statement of facts rather than an interpretation and solutions-
seeking. Guide the audience from what was shared at the last interim to this current 
moment. Put the current challenges front and center of both the report and 
presentation. Don’t bury the headlines. The community shouldn’t have to dig 
through the details to find the challenges. 

 
2. Share how it is impacting students: We saw no evidence of a high-level summary of 

how these specific budget shifts from the first interim to the second are affecting 
students. Add more interpretation about the implications of these shifts, with clear 
consideration for what is restricted and unrestricted money. 

 
3. Focus on solutions: We saw minimal discussion of proactive solutions to the current 

challenges presented. What is already being done to address the challenges? What 
more can be done? Looking forward, what does a best-case scenario look like? 
What does a worst-case scenario look like? As you present solutions and the 
necessary trade-offs, always tie it back to the impact on students.  
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1. FOCUSING ON STUDENTS: Is there a clear alignment between our student outcome goals 

and how money is being spent?  
✗   1a. Include a high-level narrative that gives a summary of how any changes 
presented will impact students  
✗   1b. Specifically, name any significant change in revenue or expense in terms of 
its impact 
on students 
✗   1c. Name how those budget choices align to district priorities 
✔  1d. Describe how budget choices comply with legal obligations in service of 
students 

 
2. ENSURING ACCURACY AND TRANSPARENCY: Are budget numbers transparent and 

accurate?  
✔   2a. Raw numbers of high-level expenditures are available for public analysis 
✔   2b. No evident mathematical discrepancies presented 
⚑   2c. Changes between projected numbers vs. actual numbers are named and 
adequately explained (for both restricted and unrestricted funds) 
⚑   2d. Where there are significant gaps between projected and current numbers, 
explain why those gaps exist and what is being done to address any what caused 
the misestimation 

 
3. ANTICIPATING PROBLEMS AND PROPOSING SOLUTIONS: Are potential complications 

anticipated and are strategic solutions proposed? 
✗   3a. Transparently name and explain any known upcoming challenges (i.e. less 
state funding, major unexpected 
expenses, cuts need to be made) 
✗   3b. Present multiple concrete scenarios for the future (best case and worst case) 
and propose solutions  
✗   3c. Fully explore trade-offs with enough context to understand both the direct 
and indirect impact on students  

 
4. ENSURING COMMUNITY ACCESSIBILITY: Is the information presented understandable and 

accessible by any community stakeholder? 
✗   4a. A high-level summary is available in multiple languages 
✔  4b. Past presentations are not needed to understand the content  
✗   4c. Numbers and graphs are easy to understand on their own and support the 
high-level narrative 
✗   4d. Language is easy to understand and/or can be understood via 
appendix/glossary  

 
	


